
Closing $4.5 Million with 
Market Leader Leads
When Dan and Tempe Perreira moved to Edmond, Oklahoma in 2012, they 

quickly realized that they lacked the leads and contacts to gain a proper 

foothold in their new market. After trying out a variety of lead sources, they 

soon discovered that none of these companies provided the proper tools 

or training to give their pipeline the boost it needed. However, with the help 

of Market Leader’s Million Dollar Pipeline Program (MDPP) and Leads 

Direct—along with their own best practices—they turned their business 

around and now close $4–5 million annually.
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Dan and Tempe Perreira

Though Dan and Tempe were real estate veterans when they made their move to Edmonds, they still faced 
considerable obstacles. Dan, a licensed mortgage broker of 28 years, and Tempe, a REALTOR® with Berkshire 
Hathaway HomeServices, initially tried partnering with other vendors to make connections in the area. They also 
purchased leads from these companies, but found little success. 

New city, no contacts: The challenge of building a new pipeline
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“We started our business in a town where we didn’t know anybody,” says Dan. There were at least 10 companies we 
were using for leads and we were struggling.” 

It was clear to the Perreiras that they had to find another way to grow their business. Soon after, they contacted 
Market Leader.

“Their leads were different —so much easier to work. Their systems and training also outperformed everything we’d 
tried,” Dan recounts. 

New city, no contacts, cont’d.

Initially, the Perreiras signed up for 80 leads a month with Leads Direct—Market 
Leader’s program that helps real estate professionals capture a steady stream 
of leads on a personally branded IDX website. However, the number of leads 
they began generating soon became too difficult to manage. 

“At first, we were bombarded with leads and didn’t follow up. We didn’t know the 
system could do the work,” says Dan.

Leads Direct and the Million Dollar Pipeline Program

Continual growth and success
Today, Market Leader leads and referrals represent $4.5 million of the Perreira’s total sales each year. Both have now 
hired assistants to help manage their growing business. 

“Market Leader brings us new business and we build those relationships to fill our pipeline—not just with leads, but 
referrals and repeat business from those leads,” says Dan. “You’ve got to have a good partner. Market Leader has been 
a phenomenal partner for our business,” he adds.

If you’d like to learn more about how Market Leader can help you succeed,
please visit www.marketleader.com or call 1-877-732-0698. 

Market Leader encouraged Dan and Tempe to join the Million Dollar Pipeline Program, which provided them with 
specialized coaching to easily manage, engage, and convert the leads into sales using Market Leader technology. 
The Perreiras then scaled their leads back and dove into MDPP training.

“Take the training,” advises Dan. “Let Market Leader’s technology work for you. Once we learned that, things took off.”
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“Let Market Leader’s 
technology work 
for you. Once we 

learned that, things 
took off.”


